www.LR1400.sk

PROPOSITIONS
" Long Range 500m - 1400 m “

Competition Date: 04.-05. September 2020
FRIDAY:
SATURDAY:

- from 13:00 – 17:00 Presentation and training
- from 07:00 – 07:30 Technical control of rifles
- from 07:30 – 07:45 Introduction and competition start !!!

PLACE OF COMPETITION: VTSU Shooting Range 3rd kilometer, Záhorie / Slovakia

ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE: "NSA":
- Competition director: Karol Takáč;
- Chief referee: Ivo Zimáni, Ivo Bednár;
- Assistant referee and willing volunteers;
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CONDITIONS FOR PARTICIPATION:
- Only foreigner shooters and invited guests with confirmed registration, who legally
own allowable rifles for each category, can participate on the competition!!!

APPLICATION FORM & ACCOMMODATION:
- All shooters willing to participation the competition and/or requesting an accommodation are
pleased to apply via E-mail on the address: www.LR1400.sk latest 7 days before the competition
date.
- In the case your registration will not be submitted in the requested date, your late registration
will not be accepted by competition organizer.

COMPETITION CATEGORIES:
- STANDARD: rifles with calibre 223, 243Win, 6mm NORMA BR, 6.5x47 Lapua, 6.5x55SE,
7x57, 7x64, 7.62x54R, 30-06 SPRING., 308Win., 8x57IS, with the length of barrel 660mm max.
!!!
- SUPER STANDARD: rifles with calibre 6,5-284 Norma and calibre as in „ STANDARD“
category, where the length of the barrel is allowable above 660mm !!! Exception are rifles
manufactured before 1975, if they were not additionally modified, no change of appearance and
producer parameters were not changed.

This category will be opened only in the case of at min. 6 shooters and more.
Otherwise shooters will be included to MAGNUM category.

-

MAGNUM: rifles with calibre 7mmRem.SAUM, 7mm Rem., 7mm Weatherby Mag., 7mm
WSM, 7mm STW, 7mm RUM, 300Rem.SAUM, 300WSM, 300Win.Mag., 300RUM,
300Weatherby Mag., 30-378 Weatherby Mag., 8mmRem.Mag., 338LM, 338Win.Mag.,
340Weat. Mag., 338RUM, 338-378 Weat.Mag., 375H&H Mag., 375RUM, 378Weat.Mag.
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Competition categories are divided according to ballistic data of particular caliber as
follows:
STANDARD – bullet speed can not exceed 415m/s in 1000m,
SUPER STANDARD a MAGNUM – bullet speed can exceed 415m/s in 1000m.
Calibres not mentioned in STANDARD and MAGNUM categories will be evaluated
according to real ballistic data for given category. The aim of categorization is
objective evaluation of achieved results from the perspective of ballistic parameters
for given calibers in limit distances.

PROGRAM MATCH

EVENT I.:

STANDARD category: - steel target: specification will be defined
before competition;
- Shooting position: lying position;
- Shooting distance: 600m, 700m, 800m, 900m,
1000m;
-Time limit: 20sec./1pcs Shooting on signal
-Ammunition quantity: 20pcs.

SUPER STANDARD category: - steel target: specification will be
defined before competition;
- Shooting position: lying position;

- Shooting distance: 700m, 800m, 900m, 1000m,
1100m;
- Time limit: 20sec./1pcs Shooting on signal
- Ammunition quantity: 20pcs.

MAGNUM category:- steel target: specification will be
defined before competition;
- Shooting position: lying position;
- Shooting distance: 900m, 1000m, 1100m, 2x1400m;
- Time limit: 20sec./1pcs. Shooting on signal
- Ammunition quantity: 20pcs
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Common for all categories: - targets will be specified or canceled
before the competition;
- Shooting position: lying position;
- Shooting distance: 500m to 550m;
- Time limit: 5sec./1 shot based on signal;
- Ammunition quantity: 6pcs.

EVENT III.:

Common for all categories: - paper target: demonstration before the
competition;
- Shooting position: lying position;
- Shooting distance: 500m;
- Time limit: 2min.;
- Ammunition quantity: 5pcs.

EVALUATION/QUALIFICATION:
- Evaluation criteria will be in line with UIT and ISSF regulations.
SHOOTING RANGE EQUIPMENT:
- 15 shooting stands on sandy ground without shooting mats.
PRICES:
- First three ranked in each category will be rewarded by diploma and medal.

REGISTRATION FEE:
- Registration fee for competition and training is 50,-Eur.
- Competitor, who will back-down from the competition, or who will be disqualified from the
competition is not entitled to receive back the registration fee.
- Registration fee doesn’t include any insurance. We highly recommend to insure individually.
- Each competitor participates in the competition at his/her own risk and is responsible for
eventual damages caused by themselves.
SHOOTING ORGANISATIONAL INSTRUCTIONS:
- Preparation and a course of shooting will be governed by commands of “shooting
referee“.
- In the case of any disobeying of command from shooting referee, the shooter will be excluded
from shooting competition.
- Rifle can have any kind of support which is not fix-connected to the rifle, except bipod. The rifle
may have any support that is not firmly attached to the weapon and does not exceed 2.99kg with
the exception of the legs. BENCHERST stools – stands are forbidden !!!
- At the shooting stand, the shooter can have the only exact number of ammunition defined for
each event.
- In order to categorize the rifle, shooting referee has the right to analyze the ammunition by
picking up a sample, disassemble, check the weights and measure the speed of used ammunition.
- It is forbidden to use inflammation, armour piercing, tracer and explosive ammunition.
- It is permitted to use rifles with maximum calibre 10mm only, and with valid pressure test.
- Rifle or ammunition failure is a matter of the shooter himself. In the case, that he will not fix the
issue in time, he will be excluded from the competition.
-
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FINAL PROVISIONS:
- Any manipulation with a rifle must be performed without any ammunition exclusively in
reserved safe place – area specifically designed for this matter!!!
- During any movement (re-positioning) of the shooter with a rifle, rifle must be empty (without
ammunition) and the bolt must be in the back position. For semi-automatic rifles the magazine
must be out of the rifle.
- In the case of breaking any safety rule linked to life and health protection during weapon
manipulation will be broken, this will lead to an immediate disqualification of the shooter from
the competition and he/she will be responsible for any damage caused by themselves.
- In the case of protest submission, well-founded by 20 EUR deposit payment, and/or any
significant dispute, is the final decision up to the competition director.
- Competition organizer reserves his rights to change the rules or to change the competition date.

A T T E N T I O N !!!
Condition for a successful participation on the competition is to get familiar with the
competition propositions and an absolute respect and adherence to all the rules!
All shooters are pleased to be aware, that in the whole shooting range is consumption of alcoholic
beverages (beer included) absolutely forbidden!!! Competition organizer has the right to exclude
from the competition any shooter non-respecting the rules.

We kindly ask all competition participants to respect all rules for safe shooting and
manipulation with a rifle and any manipulation with rifle out of the shooting stand is
strictly forbidden and will not be tolerated.

Nábrežie 4. Apríla 1833/5, 03101 Liptovský Mikuláš

